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The interbank market is the top-level foreign exchange market where over 1000 banks can exchange different currencies.[1] The banks can either deal with one another directly, or through electronic brokering platforms. The Electronic Brokering Services (EBS) and Reuters Dealing 3000 Matching are the two competitors in the electronic brokering platform business and together connect over 1000 banks.[1]

ECN is an acronym for Electronic Communications Network. A Forex ECN does not operate a dealing desk but instead provides a marketplace where multiple market makers, banks and traders can enter competing bids and offers into the platform either inside or outside the spread, allowing traders to trade against each other and with multiple counterparties. A trader might open a trade with liquidity provider "A" and close it with liquidity provider "B", or have the trade executed against the bid or offer of another trader. Participants of the ECN send in competing bids and offers into the platform and the combined volume is usually displayed to traders at each price. Orders are matched between counterparties, usually for a small fee.CURRENEX BROKERS AND IB.http://www.zaner.com IB FOR MF GLOBALMINIMUM TO OPEN ACCOUNT 100KMINIMUM TRADE SIZE 1M, 250M PER MONTHLEVERAGE 100:1COMMISSION $50 PER MILLIONhttp://www.vcapfx.comMINIMUM TO OPEN ACCOUNT 250KMINIMUM TRADE SIZE 1M.LEVERAGE 100:1COMMISSION $35-$50 PER MILLIONhttp://www.aarontrade.com IB FOR ADMDMINIMUM TO OPEN ACCOUNT 75KMINIMUM TRADE SIZE 500K.LEVERAGE 100:1COMMISSION $35-$50 PER MILLIONhttp://atcbrokers.com IB FOR BGCFX.MINIMUM TO OPEN ACCOUNT 10KMINIMUM TRADE SIZE 50K.LEVERAGE 100:1COMMISSION $35-$50 PER MILLIONhttp://admd.comMINIMUM TO OPEN ACCOUNT 75KMINIMUM TRADE SIZE 500K.LEVERAGE 50:1 UPTO 250K THEN 30:1COMMISSION $35-$50 PER MILLIONhttps://www.pfgforex.comMINIMUM TO OPEN ACCOUNT 100KMINIMUM TRADE SIZE 100K.LEVERAGE 30:1COMMISSION $35-$50 PER MILLIONhttp://www.odlsecurities.comMINIMUM TO OPEN ACCOUNT $35KMINIMUM TRADE SIZE N/A.LEVERAGE 100:1COMMISSION $35-$50 PER MILLION

ECN is an acronym for Electronic Communications Network. A Forex ECN does not operate a dealing desk but instead provides a marketplace where multiple market makers, banks and traders can enter competing bids and offers into the platform either inside or outside the spread, allowing traders to trade against each other and with multiple counterparties. A trader might open a trade with liquidity provider "A" and close it with liquidity provider "B", or have the trade executed against the bid or offer of another trader. Participants of the ECN send in competing bids and offers into the platform and the combined volume is usually displayed to traders at each price. Orders are matched between counterparties, usually for a small fee.MB TradingDukascopyHotspot FXInteractive Brokers Example:http://www.efxgroup.comMINIMUM TO OPEN ACCOUNT $400MINIMUM TRADE SIZE 1K (0.1 LOT)LEVERAGE 100:1COMMISSION $5 PER 100K

Electronic Broking Services (EBS) was created by a partnership of the world's largest foreign exchange (FX) market making banks. Approximately USD 145 billion in spot foreign exchange transaction, 700,000 oz in gold and 7 million oz in silver is traded every day over the EBS Spot Dealing System. It was created in 1990 to challenge Reuters' threatened monopoly in interbank spot foreign exchange and provide effective competition.

EBS's closest competitor is Reuters Dealing 3000 Spot Matching (aka D2), which was launched after EBS. The decision by an FX trader whether to use EBS or Reuters D2 is driven largely by currency pair. In practice, EBS is used mainly for EUR/USD, USD/JPY, EUR/JPY, USD/CHF and EUR/CHF, and Reuters D2 is used for all other interbank currency pairs.

ECN is an acronym for Electronic Communications Network. A Forex ECN does not operate a dealing desk but instead provides a marketplace where multiple market makers, banks and traders can enter competing bids and offers into the platform either inside or outside the spread, allowing traders to trade against each other and with multiple counterparties. A trader might open a trade with liquidity provider "A" and close it with liquidity provider "B", or have the trade executed against the bid or offer of another trader. Participants of the ECN send in competing bids and offers into the platform and the combined volume is usually displayed to traders at each price. Orders are matched between counterparties, usually for a small fee.
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